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Spoken Riddle:
What has six sides, is made of ice
crystals, no two are alike, and when
trillions of them get together, you can
have a lot of fun?
Refrain:
Snow-flake, snow-flake what are you?
A star shaped crystal, how-de-do.
Snow-flake how’d ya get that way?
It happened on a wint’ry day
Verse 1
Some water vapor in the air
Discovered it was freezing there,
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Found a tiny bit of dust,
And froze around that nucleus.
Refrain
Verse 2
Moving through the air it grew,
Its molecules were added to
That six point crystal fell below
And here I am, a flake of snow.
Refrain
Thank you, snow-flake, now I see
How and why you came to be.
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The Big Picture
How It Begins
Snowflakes actually start as snow crystals. These crystals form in clouds
when tiny specks of dust or pollen come into contact with water vapor.
The water vapor creates a frozen coat, the beginning of a crystal, on the
dust or pollen. Because of the structure of water molecules, a six-sided
shape begins to “grow” as more water vapor freezes. Ice crystals, either separately or in
clusters, become the intricate and delicate snowflakes that we see falling from the sky.
Ready for Your Close-Up
Wilson (Snowflake) Bentley became world famous for figuring out
how to photograph snowflakes, perfecting his technique by taking
thousands of pictures outside in Vermont winters. His first
photograph of a single snowflake was taken in 1885 by adding a
microscope to his bellows-style camera. Over his life he took
pictures of more than 5,000 snowflakes providing us with an
amazing view into the wide variety of intricate structures of these tiny works of nature.

Vocabulary
•

•
•
•
•
•

Molecules –A group of two or more atoms that are bonded together to make the
basic formula, or recipe, of that element or compound. For example, water
molecules are made of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen, creating the
familiar formula of the molecule, H20.
Crystals – Solids that form by the repeated addition of the same molecules
connecting over and over.
Hexagonal – A six-sided object. The hexagonal shape is one of the most common
geometric forms in nature. Honeycombs made by bees are also hexagonal.
Sleet – Ice pellets formed by rain freezing as it falls.
Freezing Rain – Rain that freezes upon contact with the ground.
Translucent – A substance that allows light to pass through it, but not clearly, like
a frosted window.
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Chilly Facts
•
•
•
•

Snow is not actually white, but translucent. As light is reflected off it, it makes
the snowflake look white.
Some snowflakes are made up of as many as 200 ice crystals.
The most snow to fall in a single storm was the 8 feet of snow that fell in Silver
Lake, Colorado, in 32 hours in 1921.
The combination of snow and dirt is called snirt. You can find piles of snirt in
parking lots and along the sides of roads.

What Do You Think?

On average, how fast do you think a snowflake falls from the sky?
a) 2-3 feet per hour
b) About 50 miles per hour
c) 3-4 miles/hour
(Answer: c - 3-4 miles/hour)
What is the name for people who have a fear of snow?
(Answer: Chionophobia)
How big was the largest recorded snowflake?
(Answer: 15 inches. According to the Guinness Book of Records, it fell in Ft. Keogh,
Montana in 1887.)

Snowy Resources

A fun list of facts about snow.
http://www.kidsplayandcreate.com/what-is-snow-made-of-snowflake-facts-for-kids/
Short videos of snowflakes forming.
http://www.snowcrystals.com/growing/growing.html
Snowflake Bentley site with wonderful images of snowflakes.
http://snowflakebentley.com
Next Generation Science Standards.
http://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-topics
Ken Libbrecht’s Snow Crystals web page.
www.snowcrystals.com
Turtle Peak Consulting
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Activity 1
How Wet is Your Snow?
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
K-6

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1,3,4,5,8
Cross-cutting Concepts: 1,2,3,4,7
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1

Here’s the Story

Snowflakes are formed when water vapor in the upper
atmosphere freezes onto microscopic specks floating in the
upper atmosphere. They are properly called snow crystals and
when they bunch together in clumps they become snowflakes.
The crystals freeze, melt and refreeze as they descend
towards the Earth, gaining or losing size and shifting their
shapes as they go. The intricate details of the crystals
depend upon the temperature and amount of moisture in each layer of the atmosphere
through which they fall. That is why identical snowflakes are hard (although not
impossible) to find!

What’s the Point?
To find out how much water snow contains.

Materials Needed (per person)
• A cooler full of fresh snow or
shaved ice, if snow is not available
• Some large jars or glass bowls
• Cloth measuring-tape or string,
ruler and felt-tipped pen
• Masking tape
• Mittens
Turtle Peak Consulting

Safety Considerations
• Wear mittens to protect hands
from cold!
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How-To-Do
1. Using your mitten-covered hands, make snowballs of different sizes out of
fresh snow or shaved ice. Snowballs should fit easily inside bowls/jars.
2. Measure around the snowball at the fattest part of the ball to get a
circumference using the cloth measuring tape or piece of string. If using string,
measure around with string using felt tipped pen to mark where ends meet. Hold
string up to ruler to get the measurement.
3. After recording the circumferences of your snowballs, place one ball in each
glass jar or bowl.
4. Predict where the water will rise to in the glass jar or bowl when the snowball
melts. Mark that spot on the jar/bowl with a piece of tape.
5. Set the jars/bowls all in the same location.
6. Check the snowballs at hourly intervals to see how they are melting.
7. Note how long it takes for each of the snowballs to melt. Did the water
released from the snowball meet your taped mark?

Taking it further
How does the melt-rate change with snowball size, location of snowballs as they melt,
snow from different snowfalls? What happens if you put a pinch of salt on some of
the snowballs?

hat You Can Observe/Learn
Water takes a lot of time to absorb or release heat, so you may be surprised at how
long your snowball takes to melt. There will also, likely, be less water in the end than
you predict because frozen water takes up much more space than liquid water. Putting
your snowballs in warmer locations and adding salt will speed up the melting process.
Different snowfalls can produce snow with more or less water, so try this experiment
throughout the winter!
Amazing Snow Crystal/Water Facts
• Snow crystals appear to be white (or blue) because the crystals bounce light
around. They are actually transparent like glass!
• Up to 75% of all the water used for watering crops in the western US comes
from melting snow.
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Activity 2
Snow Kaleidoscope
Activity Type
Do @ Home or
School

Grade Level(s)
K-6

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1,3,4,6,8
Cross-cutting Concepts: 1,2,3,7
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1

Here’s the Story
Sprinkling salt on snow accelerates the melting process. Salt lowers the freezing point
of ice or snow. This happens because it interferes chemically with the ability of water
molecules to bond together to make crystals.
What’s the Point?
To make beautiful melting snow/ice sculptures using salt and food colors.
Materials Needed (per person)
• Small frozen balls of packed fresh
snow or ice cubes
• Large bowls and/or trays
• Droppers
• ¼, ½, 1 teaspoon measuring spoons
• Large-flake kosher salt
• Food colors or liquid watercolors

Safety Considerations
• None

How-To-Do
1. Take frozen snowballs or ice cubes and place them in bowls or on trays.
2. Starting with ¼ teaspoon measure, sprinkle salt on cubes.
3. Using droppers, place a few drops of different colored food coloring or
watercolors on the salted area.
What happens to the frozen snowball or cube? How do the colors melt and
blend.
Turtle Peak Consulting
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Taking it further
Try ½ and 1 teaspoon of salt and colors. How does this change the melting and blending
of colors? Place a large piece of watercolor, art paper under a small amount of colorful
melting ice. Can you make a snow melt painting? Document your beautiful sculptures
with smartphone camera pictures at their various stages of melting!

hat You Can Observe/Learn
The more salt you use, the faster the ice or snow will melt and the quicker the colors
will blend. Observe how the salt etches little gullies into the ice and how the colors
work their way into the little crevices.

Amazing Ice/Salt Facts
• As water freezes into ice, it expands and becomes less dense
than liquid water. Ice will always float to the top of a body of
water. The transparent covering of ice on a lake or pond protects
the creatures living underneath during the winter by allowing sunlight to
penetrate and warm the water below!
•

Sunlight can penetrate through a blanket of snow. Some plants and small
animals can continue to grow and be active under the snow throughout the
winter!

•

In medieval times, salt was so expensive it was referred to as “white gold”.

More Snowy Resources
The Chemistry Encyclopedia pages about salt.
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/Ru-Sp/Salt.html
National Snow and Ice Data Center.
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/snow/science
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Activity 3
Snow Shadows
Activity Type
Do @ Home or School
(Outdoors)

Grade Level(s)
K-6

Next Generation Science Standards
Science Practice: 1,3,6,8
Cross-cutting Concepts: 1,2,5,7
Core Ideas: Physical Science: 1,3

Here’s the Story
Objects resting on top of snow can block a light snowfall
and create a “shadow” of the object on the ground
beneath.

What’s the Point?
To create snow shadows with our bodies and other objects.

Materials Needed (per person)
• A lightly snowing day
• A sidewalk or level ground
• Warm clothing
• Small objects (flat ones with
interesting shapes work best)
• Smart phone camera

Safety Considerations
• Try this in light snow only…no
blizzards!
• Select outdoor spots free from
traffic.
• Dress warmly and go inside if you
feel chilled!

How-to-do:
1. As snow falls lightly, lie down on the pavement or ground.
2. Wait about a minute, sit up then stand up being careful not to smudge the “snow
shadow” you’ve made underneath you.
3. Document your snow shadow by taking a picture.
4. Try different poses. Try the same thing with a variety of objects!
5. Are they covered more quickly by the falling snow? Does the snow melt on the
objects or build up quickly?
Turtle Peak Consulting
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Taking it further:
Try this on a day when it is raining lightly. Wear protective rain gear. Can you also make
a “rain shadow”?
hat you can observe/learn:
You should see the silhouettes (the “shadows”) of your body and the other objects in
the areas on the ground where you/they have blocked the snow.
Notice that your body heat will keep the snow melted underneath you and on top of you
much longer compared to the inanimate objects, even those that start out at room
temperature. This is because you generate your own body heat internally. It takes much
longer to drop your thermal (heat) energy to a lower temperature than an object that
doesn’t constantly produce its own thermal energy.

Amazing Snow/Thermal Energy Facts
• Moving snow will melt from the thermal energy released and refreeze into an icy
crust. This is good news if you want to build an emergency “ice hut”.
•

Thermal energy always moves from where the temperature is higher to where it is
lower. Holding a hot potato will burn your hand because thermal energy is moving
from the higher -temperature potato into the lower-temperature, your hand!

Very Cold Resources
Biography of Environmental/Snow & Ice Artist Andy Goldsworthy on Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Goldsworthy
Heat, Cold and Energy: The Science of Ice
http://www.kidsdiscover.com/teacherresources/science-of-ice/
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